Is a CIF permit required?

How big is the Drainage Area? (DA)

DA ≥ 50 sq. mi.

- CIF Permit is required

1 sq. mi. ≤ DA < 50 sq. mi.

- Are buildings impacted by 100 yr flood?
  - Yes
    - CIF Permit is required
  - No
    - CIF Permit is not required

DA < 1 sq. mi.

- CIF Permit is not required

Are buildings impacted by 100 yr flood?

- Yes
  - CIF Permit is required
- No

Is the site more than 2 miles from an incorporated boundary?

- Yes
  - CIF Permit is not required
- No

Is the site within an incorporated boundary or the future comprehensive planning zone?

- Yes
  - CIF Permit is not required
- No

CIF Permit is required

CIF Permit is not required